RULES AND INFORMATION
Hello Queen,
Thank you so much for your interest in the second edition of the virtual Miss Queen of the Screen
pageant! The Miss Queen of the Screen virtual charity pageant is being hosted to help me in my
endeavour to represent Canada at the prestigious Royal International Ms pageant set in Orlando,
Florida in July 2021. This virtual pageant will include four categories of judging: Photogenic,
Personality, Introduction, and Interview. Each contestant is responsible for sending in the
completed application form, a 100-word bio, and a high-quality 8x10 photo of themselves for
judging purposes.
Each contestant will be added to a Facebook group for updates and information. Each contestant
will receive my custom-made Pageant Mindset Plan, Top 25 Pageant Interview Questions sheet,
access to a 30-minute group interview coaching call and a 30 minute group heels class, and the
opportunity to receive direct feedback from the judges to help them improve in their pageant
preparation. Additionally, this year a delegate will have the opportunity to win a scholarship to
compete at the 2021 RIM Canada pageant to be held in Edmonton, Alberta in August 2021. This
virtual pageant is meant to be a fun way to practice and enhance your pageant presentation
skills!
JUDGING CRITERIA
Photogenic: 10% of the overall score. To Be determined through headshot sent in beforehand
and selected by the panel of judges. Judges are looking for confidence, personality, grooming,
and fashion sense.
Personality: 20% of the overall score. To be determined through the contestant biography,
introduction and interview process and selected by the panel of judges. Judges are looking for
contestant communication style, body language (in interview) and the contestant energy.
Introduction: 30% of the overall score. Each delegate will write and present a live 30-45 second
introduction about themselves to the judges prior to the interview. This is your time to share a
little more about yourself with our judges… so be creative and have fun with it! Delegate must
provide their name, age, where they are from, a fun fact about them, and what their
goals/ambitions are.

Interview: 40% of the overall score. A 3-minute online interview with a prestigious panel of
pageant judges to be held through Google Hangouts on Saturday May 29, 2021 beginning at
12:00 pm EST. Judges are looking for contestant ease and confidence in answering questions, eye
contact and non-verbal cues, content and articulation of answers, and the contestant overall look
and energy.
OPTIONALS
RIM Canada Scholarship: Understandably not all contestants in Miss QOTS may be able to
compete at the RIM Canada pageant scheduled in July and August 2021. The winner of this
scholarship should be committed to representing their region at the national pageant. The
scholarship provided will cover the contestants entrance fee. The contestant who receives the
scholarship must understand that they are responsible for the fees associated for their travel
and stay at the national pageant. If the delegate wishes to be considered for the scholarship,
there will be an additional fee of $50 and a written submission of 250 words max as to why you
are interested in competing at this national pageant. The panel of judges will be selecting the
winner of this category based on the delegates overall performance and written submission.
Miss Fashion Model: A new optional category this year is the Fashion Model competition. You
will submit two videos walking in an evening gown of your choice and a fashionable outfit of
your choice. There is a requirement for a minimum of 45 seconds to no more than 60 seconds
per video. This allows contestants to showcase own sense of style, personality, and to practice
runway walks and stage presence. The evening gown is in the colour of your choice and should
reflect your personal style and compliment your personality. A walking pattern will be provided,
and the delegate must use this walking pattern in your video. There will be an additional award
and prize for the winner of this category. The delegate with the highest scores for both videos
submitted will be awarded Miss Fashion Model. To enter in this category is an additional $50.
AWARDS
There will be awards for Miss Photogenic, Miss Personality, Miss Fashion Model and Miss Queen
of the Screen. Each winner will receive a custom-made sash, three of my custom-made coaching
templates, a 60-minute pageant coaching session with myself, The Pageant Gal, and a prize
package filled with items to make you feel like a queen. Prize package is valued at over $400 CAD.

REGISTRATION FORM
Application and fee for the online virtual charity pageant, Miss Queen of the Screen, are due by
Friday, May 7, 2021. The cost to enter is $100.00 CAD, and proceeds will support me in
representing Canada at the Royal International Ms Canada pageant held in Orlando, Florida in
August 2021. Contest is open Canada-Wide to all ages. Please fill out each section of the
application form and e-mail it, along with the e-transfer of the $100.00 entrance fee and any
optional fees to contact@mariagiorlando.com. I am looking forward to your participation!
Categories Competing In:
Category
Entrance Fee
(required)
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RIM Canada
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Last Name: ___________________________

First Name: ____________________________

Home Address: _____________________________________ Date of Birth: ________________
City: _______________________ Province: _________________ Postal Code: ______________
Email: ______________________________ Phone Number: ___________________________
Contestant bio (100 words maximum), any additional competition entries for the RIM Canada
Scholarship and/or Fashion Model Award, and high-quality photo 8x10 must be submitted
through email or we-transfer by Friday, May 14, 2021 to contact@mariagiorlando.com.

I do herby agree to abide by the rules and regulations as set by the Miss Queen of the Screen
Pageant. I understand that the judges’ decisions are final. I understand that failure to show
good sportsmanship may result in disqualification of the contestant without refund and
forfeiture of any awards receives. I agree and confirm that all the enclosed information is true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I agree to do my absolute best and uphold
the good name of pageantry, myself, and the Miss Queen of the Screen virtual pageant.

Contestant Signature: ______________________________

Date: ______________________

If contestant is under the age of 18 years old a parental/legal guardian signature is required.
Parental Signature: _________________________________ Date: ______________________

